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Disclaimer 
Unless otherwise specified, the information contained in these guidelines is intended as a 
guide only and should not be relied upon as legal or technical advice or regarded as a 
substitute for legal or technical advice in individual cases. Opinions contained in these 
guidelines do not necessarily reflect the opinions of ACMA.  It is recommended that 
independent specialist advice be sought before relying upon the information contained in 
these guidelines.  
 

The Australian Communications Authority is  
a government regulator of telecommunications 
and radiocommunications 
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Introduction  
This booklet has been prepared to enable amateur radio licensees to make a simple assessment as to 
whether proposed or existing facilities comply with the limits for general public human exposure to 
radiofrequency (RF) fields mandated by the Australian Communications Authority (ACA). 

All amateur radio service installations operating in the frequency bands from 1.8 MHz to 
1300 MHz1 and at maximum power levels up to 400 watts PEP or 200 watts mean are covered by 
this booklet.  Stations operating at power levels in excess of these limits (such as for EME 
communications) must conduct a formal compliance evaluation using the procedures set out in the 
ACA publication Guidelines on the Assessment of Transmitters against EMR Exposure Limits. This 
document is available on the ACA's website at http://www.aca.gov.au/, through Standards & 
Compliance – Electromagnetic Radiation Arrangements (EMR), or by contacting the Projects Team 
on (02) 6219 5555. 

Undertaking the assessment 
Licensees of amateur stations should follow the procedure outlined below to determine the 
compliance of their stations with the ACA standard.  Please read all information carefully.  The 
optional worksheet (starting on page 13) may assist in the evaluation process.  Examples of the use 
of this supplement are provided from page 11. 

Please note that the ACA will accept assessment carried out by means other than use of this 
supplement.  It is the responsibility of licensees to ensure the compliance of their installations. 

The steps outlined below provide a simple process.  If the initial assessment of the station indicates 
non-compliance, a more accurate assessment may show that the station is, in fact, in compliance.  
The section ‘Making the assessment more accurate’ (page 5) may assist. 

STEP 1 
Determine and record the antenna gain and transmitter output power that is applicable. 

Note that transmitter power can be specified as either peak envelope (PEP) or mean power.  The 
determination of human exposure levels, and consequently, minimum separation distances, is based 
on the mean power.  Accordingly, where only PEP is known, the power shall be multiplied by the 
conversion factor (form factor) appropriate to the mode of operation.  Table 1 provides form factors 
for transmission modes commonly used in the amateur service.  

Examples: 

 an SSB transmitter has a power rating of 100W PEP and the form factor from table 1 is 0.2 
(no speech processing in use).  The mean power is therefore 20W.   

 An FM transmitter provides 25W output power and form factor is 1, therefore the mean 
power is 25W.   

See also notes 1–3 following. 
Table 1. Form Factors of modes commonly used by amateurs 

Mode Form Factor Notes 
Conversational SSB 0.2 Note 1 
Conversational SSB (with compression) 0.5 Note 2 
Voice FM 1  
AM voice, 50% modulation 0.5  
AM voice, 100% modulation 0.3  
Digital modes (eg PSK31, AMTOR, MFSK) 1  
Conversational CW 0.4  

                                                 
1 Amateur stations operating at frequencies above 1300 MHz should use the evaluation methods given in [general guidelines]. 
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Mode Form Factor Notes 
Carrier 1 Note 3 
Analogue TV 0.6 Note 4 

Notes to table 1: 

1: Includes voice characteristic and syllabic duty factor. No speech processing. 
2: Includes voice characteristic and syllabic duty factor. Heavy speech processing employed. 
3: A full carrier is commonly used for tune-up purposes. 
4: Monochrome or PAL, NTSC or SECAM coded video. 

 

STEP 2  
Consult table 2a or table 2b, as appropriate to the operating frequency band. 

STEP 3  
Record the minimum separation distance to be observed for each combination of operating band, 
antenna gain and transmitter power level. 

STEP 4  

If the station antenna(s) is (are) installed in such a way that the minimum separation distance(s) 
recorded at step 3 is (are) maintained during all operational periods (that is, the antenna(s) is (are) 
out of reach and people cannot inadvertently approach closer than the specified separation distance 
to the antenna(s)), record this fact and the compliance evaluation is completed. 

It would be convenient to record the details of the evaluation process in the station logbook. 

STEP 5    
In the event that table 2a or 2b cannot be used (for example, the antenna gain might not be known 
or the transmitter power level different from that in tables 2a or 2b), consult tables 3 to 12 (starting 
on page 8) which provide minimum separation distances for a number of antenna types 
representative of those used in the amateur service. 

STEP 6 
Having identified an appropriate antenna type in Step 5, record the minimum separation distance 
that is applicable to the transmitter power level in use. 

STEP 7 
If the station antenna(s) is (are) installed in such a way that the minimum separation distance(s) 
recorded at Step 6 is (are) maintained during all operational periods (that is, the antenna(s) is (are) 
out of reach and people cannot inadvertently approach closer than the specified separation distance 
to the antenna(s)), record this fact and the compliance evaluation is completed. 

It would be convenient to record the details of the evaluation process in the station log book. 

STEP 8 
In the event that the minimum separation distance recorded at Step 3 or 6 respectively is not 
achieved, it will be necessary to undertake an evaluation of compliance in accordance with the 
procedures defined in the parent publication Guidelines on the Assessment of Transmitters against 
EMR Exposure Limits.  The procedures given in this document permit the achievement of a more 
precise assessment of exposure levels than is given by the protective assessment obtained using the 
pre-calculated tables. 

NOTES 
1. The tables provide data for power levels and antenna gains that are representative of those 
typically used by stations in the amateur service.  It is possible to extrapolate or interpolate the data 
to derive minimum separation distances for other power levels or antenna gain figures.  Note that 
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separation distance is proportional to the square root of the ratio of the power levels or gains 
expressed numerically2.  For example, if operation is on 100 W, multiply the separation distance for 
50 W by the square root of two, 1.414.  However, it may be easier to simply adopt the separation 
distance for the nearest higher power level or antenna gain case. 

2. The tables are based on transmitter output power and do not include an allowance for feed-
line attenuation or other losses.  In cases where the feed-line loss is accurately known for each 
operating band, the power level used for evaluation purposes can be reduced by the feed-line loss.  
For example, if transmitter output power is 50 W and feed-line loss is 3 dB, the power level used 
for evaluation should be 25 W. 

3. In principle it is also permissible to reduce the power level used for evaluation purposes by 
the ratio of transmission to reception time in each 6-minute averaging period.  Because of the highly 
variable nature of amateur operations, including the possibility of an extended transmission period, 
this factor has not been used in the calculation of separation distances.  However, should the duty 
cycle of transmission be known and always maintained, multiply the separation distance by the 
square root of the duty cycle.  For example, if the station always operates two minutes transmit, 
two minutes receive, two minutes transmit the worst case duty cycle in six minutes is two thirds.  
The separation distance would be multiplied by 0.82, the square root of two thirds. 

Making the assessment more accurate 
The gain of an antenna varies with direction.  As a result, different minimum separation distances 
may need to be maintained in different directions from the antenna.   

A very simple model for antenna pattern is to make a distinction between ‘main beam or 
lobe’/outside ‘main beam or lobe’.  References to ‘main beam’ exposure then assume the main lobe 
extends to angles of ±45° to the boresight/boom axis.  The maximum gain of the antenna is used 
when assessing compliance.  Outside the main beam a gain of 0 dBi is used to assess compliance.  
This is the simplest way of accounting for antenna directivity.  However, in many circumstances it 
will be overly conservative. 

Table 13 (page 10) lists representative 3 dB angles for Yagi antennas in terms of the boom length of 
the antenna.  The 3 dB angle may be taken as the boundary of the main beam for the purpose of 
determining compliance.  Outside the main beam a gain of 0 dBi may be used.  Example 2 on page 
11 demonstrates this method. 

If the actual antenna radiation pattern is known, it should be used when assessing compliance.  This 
may be a pattern supplied by the manufacturer of the antenna or one calculated, for example using 
MININEC or similar software. 

In the near-field of an antenna the gain will be less than in the far-field.  Using far-field equations 
may result in calculation of too large a separation distance.  Dealing with near-field effects is 
described in Guidelines on the Assessment of Transmitters against EMR Exposure Limits.

                                                 
2 To convert from decibel gain to numerical gain, use the following formula: 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

= 10
gain dB

10gain numerical  
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Assessment Tables 
 

Table 2a HF Bands 

Estimated distances (in metres) from transmitting antennas necessary to meet [ACA-EMR] power density limits for 
general public exposure.  

 

Frequency Antenna Gain Power Power Power Power Power 
(MHz/Band) (dBi) 10 watts 25 watts 50 watts 120 watts 200 watts

    
2(160m) 0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.7 0.8 
2(160m) 3 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.2 

   
4(80m) 0 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.1 1.4 
4(80m) 3 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.6 2.0 

   
7(40m) 0 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.7 2.2 
7(40m) 3 0.7 1.1 1.5 2.4 3.0 
7(40m) 6 1.0 1.5 2.2 3.3 4.3 

   
10(30m) 0 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.8 
10(30m) 3 0.9 1.4 2.0 3.1 4.0 
10(30m) 6 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 5.6 

   
14(20m) 0 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.8 
14(20m) 3 0.9 1.4 2.0 3.1 4.0 
14(20m) 6 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 5.6 
14(20m) 9 1.8 2.8 4.0 6.2 8.0 

   
18(17m) 0 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.8 
18(17m) 3 0.9 1.4 2.0 3.1 4.0 
18(17m) 6 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 5.6 
18(17m) 9 1.8 2.8 4.0 6.2 8.0 

   
21(15m) 0 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.8 
21(15m) 3 0.9 1.4 2.0 3.1 4.0 
21(15m) 6 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 5.6 
21(15m) 9 1.8 2.8 4.0 6.2 8.0 

   
25(12m) 0 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.8 
25(12m) 3 0.9 1.4 2.0 3.1 4.0 
25(12m) 6 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 5.6 
25(12m) 9 1.8 2.8 4.0 6.2 8.0 

   
30(10m) 0 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.8 
30(10m) 3 0.9 1.4 2.0 3.1 4.0 
30(10m) 6 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 5.6 
30(10m) 9 1.8 2.8 4.0 6.2 8.0 

 

NOTE:     These separation distances apply only in the direction of the main beam/lobe of the antenna.  The figures for 
0 dBi gain can be applied outside the main lobe, which can be taken as being ±45 degrees off boresight/antenna boom 
axis for the purpose of compliance.  If the actual radiation pattern is known (manufacturer’s specification or 
calculation) then this should be used instead.  For Yagi antennas, the appropriate angle from table 13 should be used to 
determine the boundary of the main lobe rather than 45°; see also example 2 on page 11. 
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Table 2b VHF/UHF Bands     

Estimated distances (in metres) from transmitting antennas necessary to meet [ACA-EMR] power density limits for 
general public exposure.  

 

Frequency Antenna Gain Power Power Power Power Power 
(MHz/Band) (dBi) 10 watts 25 watts 50 watts 120 watts  200 watts

   
50 (6m) 0 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.8 
50 (6m) 3 0.9 1.4 2.0 3.1 4.0 
50 (6m) 6 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 5.6 
50 (6m) 9 1.8 2.8 4.0 6.2 8.0 
50 (6m) 12 2.5 4.0 5.6 8.7 11.2 
50 (6m) 15 3.5 5.6 7.9 12.3 15.9 

   
144(2m) 0 0.6 1.0 1.4 2.2 2.8 
144(2m) 3 0.9 1.4 2.0 3.1 4.0 
144(2m) 6 1.3 2.0 2.8 4.4 5.6 
144(2m) 9 1.8 2.8 4.0 6.2 8.0 
144(2m) 12 2.5 4.0 5.6 8.7 11.2 
144(2m) 15 3.5 5.6 7.9 12.3 15.9 
144(2m) 20 6.3 10.0 14.1 21.9 28.2 

   
450(70cm) 0 0.6 0.9 1.3 2.1 2.7 
450(70cm) 3 0.8 1.3 1.9 2.9 3.8 
450(70cm) 6 1.2 1.9 2.7 4.1 5.3 
450(70cm) 9 1.7 2.7 3.7 5.8 7.5 
450(70cm) 12 2.4 3.7 5.3 8.2 10.6 
450(70cm) 15 3.3 5.3 7.5 11.6 15.0 
450(70cm) 20 5.9 9.4 13.3 20.6 26.6 

   
1240(23cm) 0 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.6 
1240(23cm) 3 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.8 2.3 
1240(23cm) 6 0.7 1.1 1.6 2.5 3.2 
1240(23cm) 9 1.0 1.6 2.3 3.5 4.5 
1240(23cm) 12 1.4 2.3 3.2 4.9 6.4 
1240(23cm) 15 2.0 3.2 4.5 7.0 9.0 
1240(23cm) 20 3.6 5.7 8.0 12.4 16.0 

 

NOTE:     These separation distances apply only in the direction of the main beam/lobe of the antenna.  The figures for 
0 dBi gain can be applied outside the main lobe, which can be taken as being ±45 degrees off boresight/antenna boom 
axis for the purpose of compliance. If the actual radiation pattern is known (manufacturer’s specification or calculation) 
then this should be used instead.  For Yagi antennas, the appropriate angle from table 13 should be used to determine 
the boundary of the main lobe rather than 45°; see also example 2 on page 11. 
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TABLE 3. Three-element “triband” Yagi  

Distance (meters) from any part of the antenna for compliance with exposure limits. 

Power (watts) 14 MHz, 6.5 dBi 21 MHz, 7 dBi 28 MHz, 8dBi 
10 1.3 1.4 1.6 
25 2.1 2.2 2.5 
50 3.0 3.2 3.5 
120 4.6 4.9 5.5 
200 6.0 6.3 7.1 

 

TABLE 4.  Omnidirectional HF quarter-wave vertical or ground plane antenna (estimated gain 1 dBi)  

Distance (meters) from any part of the antenna for compliance with exposure limits. 

Transmitter Power 3.5 MHz 7 MHz 14 MHz 21 MHz 28 MHz 
(watts)   

10 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 
25 0.5 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.1 
50 0.7 1.2 1.6 1.6 1.6 

120 1.1 1.9 2.5 2.5 2.5 
200 1.4 2.4 3.2 3.2 3.2 

 

TABLE 5.  Horizontal half-wave dipole wire antenna (estimated gain 2 dBi)  

Distance (meters) from any part of the antenna for compliance with exposure limits. 

Transmitter Power 3.5 MHz 7 MHz 14 MHz 21 MHz 28 MHz 
(watts)  

10 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 
25 0.6 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 
50 0.8 1.4 1.8 1.8 1.8 

120 1.2 2.1 2.7 2.7 2.7 
200 1.6 2.7 3.5 3.5 3.5 

 

TABLE 6.  VHF 1/4 wave plane or mobile whip antenna at 146 MHz (estimated gain 1 dBi)  

Transmitter Power 
(watts) 

Distance (m) from any part of the antenna to comply with 
exposure limits 

10 0.7
25 1.1
50 1.6

120 2.5
200 3.2

 

TABLE 7.  UHF 5/8 wave ground plane or whip antenna at 446 MHz (estimated gain 4 dBi) main beam exposure 

Transmitter power 
(watts) 

Distance (m) from any part of the antenna to comply with 
exposure limits 

10 0.9
25 1.5
50 2.1
120 3.3
200 4.2
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TABLE 8. Seventeen (17) element Yagi on five-wavelength boom designed for weak-signal communications on 
144 MHz (estimated gain 16.8 dBi); main beam exposure 

Transmitter 
power (watts) 

Distance (m) to comply with exposure limits 

10 4.4
25 6.9
50 9.8

120 15.1
200 19.5

 

TABLE 9.  HF Discone antenna (estimated gain 2 dBi); main beam exposure 

Distance (meters) from any part of the antenna for compliance with exposure limits. 

Transmitter power (watts) 3.5 MHz 7 MHz 14 MHz 28 MHz 
10 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.8 
25 0.6 1.0 1.3 1.3 
50 0.8 1.4 1.8 1.8 
120 1.2 2.1 2.7 2.7 
200 1.6 2.7 3.5 3.5 

 

TABLE 10.  VHF/UHF Discone antenna (estimated gain 2 dBi) main beam exposure 

Distance (meters) from any part of the antenna for compliance with exposure limits. 

Transmitter power 
(watts) 

50 MHz 144 MHz 440 MHz 

10 0.8 0.8 0.8
25 1.3 1.3 1.2
50 1.8 1.8 1.7
120 2.7 2.7 2.6
200 3.5 3.5 3.4

 

TABLE 11.  Quarter-wave half-sloper antenna (estimated average gain 6.7 dBi); main beam exposure  

Transmitter 
power (watts) 

7 MHz 14 MHz 21 MHz 28 MHz 

10 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.4
25 1.7 2.2 2.2 2.2
50 2.3 3.1 3.1 3.1

120 3.6 4.7 4.7 4.7
200 4.7 6.1 6.1 6.1

 
TABLE 12.  Eight 17-element Yagis with five-wavelength booms designed for “moonbounce” 
communications on 144 MHz (estimated gain 24 dBi); main beam exposure 

Transmitter power (watts) Distance (m) to comply with general population exposure limit 
10 10.0
25 15.8
50 22.4

120 34.6
200 44.7
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Table 13. 3 dB angles for Yagi antennas (provided by Guy Fletcher, VK2KU) 

Boomlength (in wavelengths) 3 dB angle (degrees) 
< 1 50 
1–2 31 
2–3 22 
3–4 18 
4–6 16 
6–8 14 

8–10 11 
> 10 10 

Note: In each boomlength range, the lower value is inclusive and the upper value is exclusive.  This table must not be 
applied to Yagi arrays, only to single Yagi antennas. 
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Examples of the use of this supplement 
Example 1 
Bob uses an SSB transmitter, with a PEP of 100 W, which feeds a discone antenna at 144 MHz.  He 
uses no compression.  From table 1, Bob’s average power is therefore 20 W.  Bob is not sure of his 
antenna’s gain and cannot use table 2.  Instead he refers to table 10 applicable to VHF discones.  As 
there is no entry for 20 W, he decides to use the next power level, 25 W.  This indicates a separation 
distance of 1.3 metres.  Due to its location, people cannot ordinarily approach this close to the 
antenna and Bob decides he is in compliance. 

Example 2 
Mary has a 17 element, 10.5 metre long Yagi antenna, mounted ten metres above and parallel to the 
ground, that she uses for FM transmission on 144 MHz with a transmitter power of 120 W.  From 
table 1, her mean power is also 120 W.  There are no elevated areas immediately in front of the 
antenna.   

Mary applies table 8 (10.5 metres is five times the wavelength at 144 MHz) and finds that the 
minimum separation distance required is 15.1 metres.  Assuming a ±45° width of the main beam, 
Mary finds that she is not in compliance, as at an angle of 45° to the boom axis a two metre tall 
person will only be 11.3 metres (eight metres in front of the supporting pole) from the antenna 
when exposed to the main beam (see figure below). 

 
Using table 13, Mary finds that the appropriate angle to use is, in fact, 16° as the boom of her Yagi 
is five wavelengths long.  At this angle, a two metre tall person will be 29 metres from the antenna 
(28 metres in front of the supporting pole) when exposed to the main beam (see figure on following 
page).  Thus the minimum separation distance is met.  

11.3m 

 
45° 

10m 

2m 

Antenna 

8m 
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Note that there will be sidelobes off the boom axis.  Due to the low gain in these lobes, the 
minimum separation distance in these directions would normally be met at a distance less than eight 
metres and can be ignored.  However, if there are sidelobes with significant gain they may need to 
be considered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

29m 

 
16° 

10m 

2m 

Antenna 
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EVALUATION AGAINST THE ACA’S EMR REQUIREMENTS 

OPTIONAL WORKSHEET FOR AMATEUR RADIO 
 

This optional worksheet can be used to assist in determining whether an amateur station complies 
with the EMR exposure requirements imposed by the Radiocommunications Licence Conditions 
(Apparatus Licence) Determination 2003.  Additionally, amateurs may find the worksheet a useful 
means of recording the compliance of their stations. 
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Instructions 
If an amateur station is to be operated on more than one band, with different antennas and/or 
different combinations of apparatus, each is considered to be a separate installation.  It might be 
helpful to complete a separate worksheet for each installation.  For a station using two or more 
transmitters with one antenna on the same band it is only necessary to consider the set up with the 
highest power fed to the antenna. 

Items 1 through 6 
These items are general information about the station. 

Item 7 
Fill in the average power output of the transmitter (or final stage amplifier), in Watts, at (A).  If 
only peak envelope power (PEP) is known, multiply by the relevant form factor from table 1 (on 
page 3) to convert to average power. 

For example, if an SSB transmitter outputs 400 W (PEP) and is transmitting voice with no 
compression, the appropriate duty factor is 0.2.  Hence the average power is 80 W.  For an FM 
transmitter, PEP is the same as the average power. 

The power written at (A) may be either that specified by the manufacturer of the transmitter, 
measured using a power meter or calculated from a consideration of the amplifier characteristics.  
When using a power meter, it is important to know whether the meter measures average or peak 
envelope power.  Most commonly available power meters measure average power.  If average 
power is measured do not multiply by a form factor. 

Item 8 
At (B) fill in the average power output in dBW.  Use the value at (A) and table 14 to convert the 
power output to dBW. 
Table 14.  Power conversion from Watts to dBW 

Watts dBW 
1 0 
2 3 
3 5 
5 7 

10 10 
15 12 
20 13 
25 14 
30 15 
40 16 
50 17 
80 19 
100 20 
120 21 
200 23 

 

For power levels that fall in between the levels given, use the next higher power.  Alternatively, the 
following formula can be used to do the conversion: 

Watts10dBW powerlog10power ×= . 
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Item 9 
Fill in the feed line loss specification, in decibels per 30 metres, at (C).  The attenuation or loss of a 
feed line is higher for higher frequencies.  The band of operation must be taken into account when 
determining what the feed line loss specification is.   

The manufacturer of your cable may specify attenuation factors and many amateur radio handbooks 
or publications include feed line loss specifications.  Alternatively, table 15 may be used. 

This table provides conservative approximations for common types of feed lines.  It is not meant to 
represent the actual attenuation performance of any particular product made by any particular 
manufacturer.  The actual attenuation of any particular sample of a feed line type may vary 
somewhat from other samples of the same type because of differences in materials or 
manufacturing.  If the feed line manufacturer’s specification is available, use that instead of the 
values listed in this table. 
Table 15.  Feed line loss specifications in dB per 30 metres. 

Band RG-58 RG-8A, RG-213 “9913” & eqv ½″ 50Ω corrugated jacket 
160 m 0.5 0.3 0.2 0 

80 m, 75 m 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.1 
40 m 1.1 0.5 0.3 0.2 
30 m 1.4 0.6 0.4 0.2 
20 m 1.7 0.8 0.5 0.3 
17 m 2.0 0.9 0.6 0.3 
15 m 2.2 1.0 0.6 0.3 
12 m 2.4 1.1 0.6 0.3 
10 m 2.5 1.3 0.7 0.4 
6 m 3.5 1.7 0.9 0.5 
2 m 6.5 3.0 1.6 1.0 

70 cm 12 5.8 2.8 1.9 
23 cm 23 11 4.6 3.7 

 

Item 10 
Fill in the length of the feed line at (D). 

Item 11 
Divide the value at (D) by 30 and multiply by (C).  Fill in the result at (E).  This is the feed line loss 
in dB. 

Items 12 and 13 
There may be other loss causing components in the feed line between the transmitter (or external 
amplifier) and the antenna.  For example, there may be antenna switches or relays, directional 
couplers, duplexers, cavities or other filters.   

Usually the losses introduced by these components are so small as to be negligible.  For 
installations operating in the VHF and higher bands, however, the losses introduced can be 
substantial.  If this is the case, fill in a brief description of what these components are at item 12.  At 
(F), write in a conservative estimate of the total loss in decibels. 

If the feed line component loss is not known, write 0 (zero) at (F). 

Item 14 
Fill in the average power fed to the antenna, in dBW, at (G).  This is calculated using the following 
equation: 

F-E-BG = . 
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Item 15 
Fill in the average power fed to the antenna, in Watts, at (H).  Convert the result at (G) to Watts 
using table 14.  For power levels that fall in between the levels given, use the next higher power.  
Alternatively, the conversion may be done with the following formula: 

10
power

Watts

dBW

10power = . 

Item 16 
Fill in a brief description of the antenna, including the manufacturer if applicable. 

Item 17 
Fill in the antenna gain in dBi at (I). 

Item 18 
Fill in the antenna efficiency factor at (J).  The antenna efficiency factor is the decimal fraction of 
the input power that is actually radiated by the antenna.  For most antennas, the efficiency factor is 
essentially 1. 

For some antennas, for example shortened vertical ground plane antennas, resistor broad-banded 
antennas and small loops the radiation resistance may be so low that a significant portion of energy 
is lost as heat in the antenna and ground system. 

If the efficiency factor is not known, assume it is 1. 

Item 19 

At (K) fill in the power radiated by the antenna, that is K = H × J. 

Item 20 
Using the power information at (K) and the gain at (I), consult the tables in the supplement to 
determine the minimum separation distance from the antenna required to ensure compliance with 
the standard.  Fill in this distance at (L).  It would be useful to note which table this figure was 
sourced from. 

Item 21 
At (M) fill in the distance from the antenna, in metres, between the antenna and the nearest place 
where a person could be present.  Depending on the antenna type, this may be all areas around, 
below and above the antenna or may only be areas in the boresight of the antenna. 

Where the actual antenna pattern is known, this should be used in determining separation distances.  
For example, if a Yagi is used with 17 dBi gain in the main beam, this gain should be used in 
determining the minimum separation distance in front of the antenna.  If the off-boom gain is 2 dBi, 
then this should be used in determining the minimum separation distance below the antenna. 

If the value at (M) is greater than at (L) then the installation is in compliance.  If not, then action 
must be undertaken to bring the installation into compliance.  This may include 

 conducting a more detailed assessment using the methods in Guidelines On The 
Assessment Of Transmitters Against EMR Exposure Limits as the tables in the 
supplement are “worst case”; 

 reducing the transmitter power or changing modulation method to one where the average 
power is less; 

 changing the location or height of the antenna. 
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This worksheet should be completed in accordance with the preceding instructions. 

Station information 

1. Call sign:        2. Band:       

3. Station location:       

4. Evaluated by:        5. Date:       

6. Description of transmitter and external amplifier (if applicable):       

 

Evaluation 

7. Average power output, in Watts: (A)     W 

8. Average power output, converted to dBW: (B)     dBW 

 

9.  Feed line loss specification: (C)     dB per 30m 

10. Feed line length, in metres: (D)     m 

11. Calculated loss, in decibels: (E)     dB 

 

12. Other feed line components:       

13. Losses due to other feed line components, in decibels: (F)     dB 

 

14. Average power fed to antenna, in dBW: (G)     dBW 

15. Average power fed to antenna, in Watts: (H)     W 

 

16. Antenna description:       

17. Antenna gain: (I)     dBi 

18. Antenna efficiency factor: (J)      

 

19. Average total power radiated by antenna, in Watts: (K)     W 

 

20. Minimum separation distance required from antenna: (L)     m 
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21. Measured distance from antenna to nearest place where persons may be present: (M)     m 

Conclusions 
Based on this evaluation, operation of this amateur radio station in accordance with the technical 
parameters entered above complies with the limits for human exposure to radiofrequency (RF) 
electromagnetic fields contained in the Radiocommunications Licence Conditions (Apparatus 
Licence) Determination 2003 (‘the Determination’).  The following statement provides the basis for 
this conclusion. 

It is physically impossible or extremely unlikely under normal circumstances for any person 
to be in any location where their exposure to RF electromagnetic fields would exceed the 
standard because: 

 The antenna is installed high enough on a tower, tree or other support structure 
such that it is not possible under normal circumstances for persons to get close 
enough to the antenna to be where the strength of the RF fields exceeds the levels in 
the Determination. 

 Fences, locked gates and/or doors prevent persons from normally gaining access 
to locations where the strength of the RF fields exceeds the levels in the 
Determination. 

 Antenna orientation and directivity is such that occupied areas are not illuminated 
in excess of the Determination. 

 

 


